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Strengthened
through crisis
21 years serving
customers in four
corners of the world,
many tough years
among them – but
no past experience
could have prepared
us for the year 2020!
Like every other business in
the world, we were not immune
from the painful impacts of
COVID-19. This will likely be the
most challenging market since
MDL’s inception.
Still, we have managed to
keep all of our team members,
successfully served our
customers and delivered on all
our commitments without fault,
as well as continuing to add new
work into the pipeline, albeit
at a slower rate. All of this is a
testament to the strength of our
people, and resilience of MDL.
This is why I believe MDL can,
and deserves to, continue to
grow – to serve more customers
worldwide with our value-added
services. This issue of MariTimes
looks at the different ways
in which we are stimulating
this growth, through inward
investment in One Team MDL.
On these pages you will read
about the recent additions to
our team, and among them, the
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appointment of a Managing
Director. The role of the MD is
to ensure that the needs of
all the stakeholders are met:
communicating the support
required by the project delivery
teams to myself and the Board,
as well as feeding back the
strategic direction the business
is taking, to ensure that One
Team approach in everything
we do.
Further to that, we have
relocated to a new head
office – a move that reduces
our running costs, while
improving productivity, but
most importantly: brings all our
departments together, further
strengthening the ethos of
One Team MDL.
The remaining pages,
together with the front page,
demonstrate the breadth
and depth of this One Team
offering, most recently
encompassed in the new
division, Asset Maintenance
& Engineering.
I hope you will find this issue
insightful and engaging, and I
am keen to hear your feedback,
or discuss the challenges you
may need help addressing: in
our new headquarters when
possible, or over a virtual coffee
in the meantime.

DEREK SMITH
CEO

New
appointments
target global
growth
Maritime Developments
has implemented
organisational changes
to its management and
business development
teams as it targets global
growth in the “new
normal” energy market.
Andrew Blaquiere, previously VP
Americas, joins the MDL Board
as Managing Director and will be
overseeing the day-to-day business
operations. The last three years
Blaquiere has been responsible
for the business development and
commercial management for MDL
based in Houston. Prior to joining
MDL in 2017, Blaquiere
held various positions within the
Acteon Group across engineering,
project management, sales and
business analysis.
Reinforcing MDL’s commitment
to its home market is the
appointment of Dave Gardiner
as VP UK & Europe.
Gardiner joined MDL in 2017 as
BD & Commercial Manager, having
previously worked as Contracts
Engineer at TechnipFMC.

He will be responsible for
strengthening existing client
relationships and building new
ones, through tailored back-deck
solutions to customers’ operational
challenges in the North Sea basin
and globally.
The company has also made two
new appointments to the clientfacing team.
Michael Blease-Shepley joins MDL
as VP Africa, building on 17 years
of Sales and Business Development
experience in the subsea sector.

Andrew Blaquiere

Dave Gardiner

Michael Blease-Shepley

Marvin Morrison

Following his initial career focusing
on Scandinavia and Europe, BleaseShepley went on to hold various
management positions focusing
on the African market, including
with GSP Offshore, DOF Group
and Ariosh.

years of Project Management
and Engineering experience
from his previous roles at BP
and DeepOcean, where he had
responsibility for the delivery of
significant SURF packages of work
in UK, Norway and Azerbaijan.

From his base in Accra, Ghana he
will focus on supporting the
company’s existing clients in Africa,
as well as building the MDL brand in
the region.

He will be responsible for growing
MDL’s Asset Engineering &
Maintenance division by fostering
relationships with both current
and future O&G Operators,
implementing business growth
strategies and identifying new
product solutions and services
based on client feedback.

Taking the role of Commercial
Developments Manager is Marvin
Morrison, who brings over 18

Our virtual HQ has also changed – make sure you pay it a visit on: www.maritimedevelopments.com
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Asset Maintenance
& Engineering:
A new beginning
In over 21 years in business,
MDL has grown a comprehensive
in-house skill set, alongside
a substantial track record in
addressing challenges around
mechanical handling equipment
and offshore operations.

Article by:
MARVIN MORRISON
Commercial
Developments
Manager

I recently joined MDL, back in the
summer, taking on the role of
Commercial Developments Manager.
I knew the company well from my
previous role as a Project Manager
for an installation contractor
and the advantages that MDL
equipment brought to execution
of flex-lay projects. What I had not
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appreciated was the breadth and
depth of in-house engineering
capabilities MDL offered to the Oil
and Gas industry. Getting to know
about the overall capability of the
company has allowed me to realise
the potential to grow the business
to meet the diverse needs of the
Energy sector and the advantages
MDL can offer.

If I were to ask you: “Where do you
think MDL started out?” would
you be surprised to hear that the
company originated back in 1999
providing engineering support to
the fishing industry, repairing and
maintaining the various mechanical
equipment, mobilsing personnel to
ports around the UK and further
afield, ensuring the vessel was

a technical advantage, optimising
the uptime and efficiencies for our
clients. To deliver such performance
takes ownership of the product
at all stages – and this is where
we differ from the competition.
At MDL we design, manufacture
our own equipment and apply a
rigorous maintenance programme,
keeping everything ready for the
next challenge, which is all managed
in-house.

in port for the minimum time
possible, taking a “can do” attitude
towards our clients challenges? This
approach is still true today, 21 years
later, and is at the core of how MDL
executes its business.
MDL is better known for designing
and manufacturing marketleading technology for both
flexible and rigid pipe handling,
provided to clients on both a
permanent supply and rental
basis. This is complemented by a
team of experienced, multi-skilled
technicians who operate the rental
equipment, and who had built and
commissioned every system in
MDL’s portfolio.
We operate a modern fleet of
equipment, compared to that on
offer from our peers in the rental
market, and the innovative approach
incorporated in the design creates

Project Management
& Engineering

What this highlights is that MDL
has honed a wide skillset who
design, manufacture, assemble
and commission bespoke
mechanical systems that are
hydraulic and electrically-driven to
suit a specific brief.
The skills and experience that
made MDL a highly competent and
respected equipment manufacturer
and rental supplier are directly
transferable, and come together
to form a truly value-added
service, under the name of Asset
Maintenance & Engineering (AME).
This newly launched division is a
refinement of a service that MDL
previously delivered individually,
and has now combined in a
comprehensive package, covering:
– Project Management &
Engineering
– Crane/Winch Integrity &
Maintenance
– Mechanical Handling
– Hydraulic Systems
– Electric Systems &
Instrumentation

Crane/Winch Integrity
& Maintenance

Mechanical
Handling

The two-decade experience of
working with a variety of clients on
and offshore – including Operators
and Pipelay Contractors – is
reflected in our safety culture,
work processes and procedures,
and – importantly – through
consistently delivering on our
targets of optimising schedules
and meeting budget.
Our focus is on performing as much
of the front-end PM & E work
as possible from the “desktop”,
minimizing unnecessary trips to an
Asset, demonstrating a cost aware
approach, which also introduces
efficiencies in the overall execution
of work scopes.
At the same time, MDL retains
all the benefits of being an
independent business: agility,
impartiality, responsiveness and
flexibility to adapt to our clients in
terms of work scopes, schedules,
deliverables and system processes;
providing truly tailored solutions,
with complete transparency from
the onset – meaning no surprises at
any stage of the project.
In summary, the AME division
takes all the experience that MDL
is renowned for in the flex-lay
market, into a complete service
managing the maintenance and
integrity of equipment onboard
assets including FPSOs, platforms,
drilling rigs, vessels and even
onshore production facilities – all
topped off with the personalised
customer service which is
synonymous with MDL.

Hydraulic
Systems

Electric Systems
& Instrumentation
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A new take
on moorings
MDL has completed
a mooring lines
installation in the
Mediterranean.
The work scope included the
delivery of a bespoke mooring
solution for an FPSO using MDL’s
portable equipment fleet mobilised
on Jumbo Maritime’s Heavy Load
Carrier, the Fairplayer.
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The MDL spread consisted of
a First-generation Reel Drive
System and level winder for precise
transpooling of mooring line ropes
from a total of 28 transport reels
onto a purpose-built, heavy-duty
deployment reel; as well as a
Second-generation Reel Drive
System for the overside installation
of the product.

Paul Marshall, MDL Project Engineer,

The specialist 8.6m OD reel was
designed by MDL’s in-house
engineering team and features
a spoked section to separate
the polyester rope and mooring
chain. The reel had a dual-function
on the project: firstly allowing
the transpooling of the product
from the storage reels under
back tension, and secondly for
deployment of the lines overboard.

“We received superb feedback,

In preparation for the project, MDL
also designed and manufactured
a skid frame to allow the HPU to
skid with the First-generation
RDS down the tracks to handle
10 reels per trip. The size of the
RDS skidding grillage was reduced
and the level winder’s entry chute
opening was increased to meet
project requirements.

said: “From the onset MDL and
Jumbo collaborated as One Team to
support the project at every stage,
which included detailed procedural
reviews to identify hazards upfront

First-generation
Reel Drive System
Maximum reel weight: 300Te
Maximum reel diameter: 9.2m

using MDL’s experienced offshore

Minimum reel diameter: Unlimited
(with packers below reel)

service engineers – all made more

Maximum torque: 80Te/m

challenging by COVID-19.

Max hub rotation speed: 2.0 rev/min
at 40Te/m (high speed/low torque),
1.0 rev/min at 80Tem (low speed/ high
torque)

where both our on-board and
office-based teams have been

Maximum line pull on 6m reel: 17Te
on any layer

recognised for their professionalism,
proactive and knowledgeable
approach, and our equipment to be
a good match for Jumbo’s asset.”
The MDL back-deck equipment
range offers an alternative
solution to conventional mooring
installation/recovery methods,
using vessels of opportunity. The
MDL Second-generation RDS
integrated with the bespoke MDLdesigned installation reel results in
a cost-efficient yet highly capable
installation solution, suitable for
loads of up to 75Te, thanks to the
system’s 150Tem of torque.

Second-generation
Reel Drive System
Maximum reel weight: 400Te
Maximum reel diameter: 11.4m
Minimum reel diameter: Unlimited
(with packers below reel)
Maximum torque: 150Te/m

MDL mooring spread on
board the Fairplayer

Max hub rotation speed: 1.0 rev/min
at 75Te/m (high speed/low torque)
Maximum line pull on 11.4m reel:
26Te at outer flange
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Your trusted partner in pipelay, equipment
life extension and decommissioning

Caisson/Conductor
Decommissioning

Mechanical Handling,
Hydraulic and Electrical
Systems overhaul

Crane Maintenance
& Integrity

Cold stacking and
long-term storage

Product
transpooling

Expert technicians and
offshore operators
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Vessel integration solutions
(engineering services, offshore procedures,
task plans and operational storyboards)

SURF, cable and mooring
installation or retrieval

Complete Project Management
& Engineering

Tailored equipment
design and delivery

Market-leading rental
pipelay fleet

Onshore facility
upgrades

Equipment and
product testing
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Flexible
recovery
solutions
MDL has completed a
double decommissioning
scope providing support
to Ocean Installer on
the Balder X field.
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The second campaign used the
MDL Horizontal Lay System with
the 4-track tensioner to recover
various products in 2- and 4- track
mode which were then cut into
sections for disposal during the
recovery operations.
By using the MDL HLS, Ocean
Installer was able to safely remove
approximately 130 buoyancy
modules during recovery, via the use
of the integrated runway beams,
complete with certified air hoists
to deck without the use of the
vessel crane.

“We are delighted we were able
to support Ocean Installer on
another important project…
Our flexible and open approach
ensured that we were ready to
step in at the appropriate stages
of the project”

MDL SURF equipment, project
engineering team and expert
offshore personnel facilitated the
recovery of risers and umbilicals
on the Balder FPSO, as part of the
redevelopment programme on the
Norwegian North Sea field.
The work scope was carried out
in two stages: in Q4 2019 and
Q2 2020, utilising two MDL
horizontal spreads on board the
Olympic Challenger and Viking
Neptun respectively.
For the winter campaign, an MDL
4-track pipelay tensioner and
overboarding chute were used to
recover the flexibles for cutting on
board into 12m sections.

Decommissioning of the lines
allows for the FPSO to transit
to the shore for life extension
works, ahead of the planned field
expansion programme.
Steve Morrison, MDL Project
Engineering Manager, said: “We
are delighted we were able to
support Ocean Installer on another
important project, aiming to extend
the working life of the field and
of its producing assets for the
field operator.

MDL HLS-200 during
flexibles decommissioning

“Following the recent engineering
and execution of transpooling
of MEG lines, we look forward to
continuing our support to Ocean
Installer in Norway and globally.
“We also invite other
contractors to discuss with us
their decommissioning needs,
where our pipelay technology,
operations and engineering
expertise will ensure safe and
cost-conscious methodology for
end-of-life operations.”

MDL HLS-200
Maximum product tension: 60Te
(dynamic load)
Product diameter: 50mm – 600mm OD
Overboarding chute radius: 4.5m
Centralising system capacity: 10Te
Runway beams’ capacity: 2Te

“Our flexible and open approach
ensured that we were ready to
step in at the appropriate stages
of the project, working to the
client’s schedule. This included a
safe mobilisation of our assets
and personnel in the light of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
11
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Transpooling
coiled tubing
in Norway

The operation consisted of
transpooling MEG injection lines
from 28 Tenaris transportation reels
onto 7 Client-supplied offshore
installation reels for two separate
subsea installation projects, using
MDL flex-lay spread operated by the
company’s expert technicians.

MDL has carried out
transpooling of 64km
of MEG coiled tubing for
two subsea contractors:
Ocean Installer
and DeepOcean,
kick-starting cost
efficiencies ahead
of their respective
offshore missions.

MDL project managed and
engineered the complete operation,
which included: project engineering,
scheduling, transpooling
procedures, task plans, mob/
demob procedures, straightener
testing, reeling verifications, back
tension for spooling calculations,
straightening analysis, general
equipment list, data sheets and
general arrangements, transpooling
equipment setup/layout, lift
plans, HAZID/HAZOP and marine
personnel for onsite execution.

The MDL transpooling spread
consisted of MDL Secondgeneration Reel Drive System for
handling the installation reels,
150Te reel drive system for
handling the transportation reels,
two 2-track pipelay tensioners to
ensure controlled constant tension
to protect the product, a pipe
straightener, deck deflectors, roller
assemblies and winches.
The spread was supplemented by
Client-contracted welding, NDT
and field joint coating equipment
and services, which allowed MDL
to optimise the equipment layout
to provide tie-in weld services. The
equipment spread provided fail safe
control during the onshore spooling
campaign, with MDL tensioners also
providing control for tie-in weld in
the firing line.

Prior to the operation in Norway,
straightening trials were carried out
in MDL‘s facility in Scotland using
the transpooling tensioners, pipe
straightener and a product sample.
Steven Morrison, MDL Project
Engineering Manager, said: “This has
been a great project for MDL, as we
offered and executed a true valueadding package for two clients
during a single mission, against the
backdrop of the ongoing pandemic
and the associated travel and
personnel restrictions.
“Our pipelay equipment – the
base case for carrying out the
transpooling – is already well known
for improving efficiency of SURF
operations, while our supervisors
and technicians are recognised for
their professionalism and expert
knowledge. In this case we called on

Pipe Straightener
Dimensions: 3.7m x 1.15m x 2.9m
(LxBxH)
Weight: 2.9Te
Product diameters: 50 – 203mm
Max straightening force: 200kN

“This campaign also reiterates our
in-house design and engineering
capabilities, where we offer a whole
new level of savings to our clients,
by streamlining the engineering,
management and execution of their
projects.
“This was also a great example of
collaboration for cost efficiencies in
a challenging market. Even though
the products were destined for
two different fields, our clients
worked together to deliver a single
transpooling campaign.

our experiences with the handling
of coiled tubing product and were
able to implement risk-reducing
measures in our pre engineering to
optimise the onsite execution.

“Effectively that meant a 100%
cost saving on project engineering,
mobilisation costs, equipment rental
and personnel rates, compared
to carrying out two separate
transpooling campaigns – adding
true value to the end client.”
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Supporting
pipe-in-pipe
operations
MDL has delivered a
comprehensive support
package for pipe-in-pipe
operations at a client’s
spoolbase facility in
Norway.
The package of work covered
maintenance and upgrades to the
client’s facility for electrical heattraced pipe-in-pipe (PiP); as well as
personnel support for carrying out
critical operations.
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The upgrade scope included
software updates on the master
item in the facility, the 150-tonne
2-track tensioner, to achieve
additional functionality, improved
data logging and increased user
access safety.
The MDL in-house team
had designed, delivered and
commissioned the tensioner at
the company’s Peterhead base in
late 2018, followed by supporting
the installation of the system in
Norway and integration with other
spoolbase equipment, including
the cable spiralling machine. MDL
was also responsible for the
design, manufacture and testing
of an integrated safety and
communication system, consisting
of 5 “traffic light” stations,
controlling the safe operation
and movement of the production
line equipment.
In the latest work scope, additional
upgrades to the spoolbase
included provision of a CCTV
system for live monitoring; side
rollers for horizontal containment
and guidance of the product into
the tensioner tracks and a pipe
brush solution for cleaning off any
residual debris on the product.
All of the elements were integrated
with the existing systems and
tested by MDL on location.

MDL tailored design and delivery:
the 150Te 2-track tensioner

Following the upgrade, MDL expert
personnel operated the tensioner
during the pipe production activities.
Stephen McCaldin, Tendering
Manager at MDLsaid: “This multi-tier
project was for one of our oldest
clients, and we are pleased that
we can continue to support them
with bespoke equipment, tailored
services and expert personnel.
“That is of course possible because
of our complete capabilities inhouse to oversee the full lifespan of
an asset: from design and build, to
commissioning, operation as well as
maintenance and upgrades to adapt
it to new challenges.

“In the case of this project, the
state-of-the-art MDL control
systems allowed for subsequent
upgrades to be written, tested
and remotely implemented before
thorough on-site testing – a perfect
example of our commitment to
efficiency and added value right
from the planning stage.
“Without a doubt, using the
equipment’s delivery team to then
integrate and operate the system
also ensured execution within
schedule of the pipeline production
timescales, with the additional
upside of hands-on personnel
training for the client’s team.
“We hope to continue this longstanding relationship with the
client by adding value on their
future operations – those on land
and at sea.”
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Welcome to
Maritime House!
MDL has opened a new
global head office in
Westhill, Aberdeenshire,
Scotland.
The cost-saving move merges two
office-based teams – previously
spread between Aberdeen and
Peterhead – allowing the company
to consolidate the costs associated
with running two premises, as
well as increase productivity and
improve internal communications.
Spanning over 5000 sq ft, the
Maritime House integrates MDL’s
business acquisition and project
execution departments including:
sales and marketing, design and
engineering, project management,
procurement and finance.
From here, the company will assist
new and existing customers
in planning the most efficient

execution of global pipelay and
flex-lay projects and optimising
equipment maintenance budgets on
offshore and onshore assets.

progressive in a challenging
environment. Today, I am thrilled
and very proud to be opening the
door to Maritime House.

MDL retains its quayside storage
locations as well as its original
Operations Centre in Peterhead,
which features facilities to
manufacture, commission, repair
and test mechanical handling
equipment, including hydraulic and
electric systems and software.

“I believe this modern, open plan
and spacious accommodation will
provide a great platform for our
future growth, while at the same
time reduce our overall operating
costs, increase our efficiency and
bring us closer to our clients.

As the main base for the MDL Asset
Team, its expert technicians and
operators, this is also where MDL’s
rental fleet of pipelay equipment
will continue to be housed,
maintained and upgraded.

“Bringing the different
departments under one roof
strengthens further our ethos of
One Team MDL, while giving us
enough space to safely distance
during the pandemic.

Derek Smith, MDL CEO said: “As
we continue to look to the future
of our business, we have also
continued to focus on making
positive changes that would allow
MDL to be more resilient and

“I hope that before long we
will be able to welcome our
clients, strategic partners and
colleagues within these walls,
and accelerate the next chapter
in MDL’s journey.”

UK +44 1224 252900
USA +1 832 334 1147

Maritime Developments Ltd
Maritime House, Discovery Drive, Westhill, Aberdeenshire, AB32 6FG, UK

hello@maritimedevelopments.com
www.maritimedevelopments.com

Maritime Developments Inc
900 Town and Country Lane, Suite 400, Houston, TX 77024, USA

Operations Centre
7 Wilson Street, Peterhead, AB42 1UD, UK

